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String format vs concat java

After writing my previous post about interpolated strings in C#, I wondered what is the most efficient way to combine strings. Yes, I use BenchmarkDotnet to get the result quickly. Here is benchmark:// full code: Program class { static void Main(string[] args) {
BenchmarkRunner.Run&lt;StringBenchmark&gt;(); } } [OrderProvider(SummaryOrderPolicy.FastestToSlowest)] [CoreJob] [MemoryDiagnoser] StringBenchmark class { [Benchmark] stringConcatenation1() =&gt; test + 0 + test0; Public string [Benchmark] StringFormat1() =&gt; string.
Format(test{0}{1}, 0, test0); [Benchmark] StringInterpolation1() =&gt; $test{0}{test0}; It should be the same as stringformat [Benchmark] public string FormattableString1() =&gt; Format($test{0}{test0}); Forcing the creation of FormattableString // ... // the same tests with 5, 10, 20, 50 100
arguments private static string Format(FormattableString fs) =&gt; fs. ToString(); }MethodMeanErrorStdDevGen 0AllocatedStringConcatenation182.39 ns1.732 ns1.8534 ns0.0330104 BStringFormat1176.44 ns1.034 ns0.9674 ns0.0329104 BStringInterpolation1177.31 ns1.157 ns1.0824
ns0.0329104 BFormattableString1229.26 ns4.654 ns6.9661 ns0.0558176 BStringConcatenation5453.13 ns2.980 ns2.4887 ns0.1903600 BFormattableString5661.04 ns17.338 ns23.1458 ns0.1621512 BStringFormat5688.18 ns7.096 ns6.2907 ns0.1516480 BStringInterpolation5692.05
ns3.329 ns2.9508 ns0.1516480 BStringConcatenation10899.42 ns15.189 ns13.4643 ns0.35001104 BFormattableString101,160.01 ns9.950 ns8.3090 ns0.2956936 BStringInterpolation101,317.73 ns9.445 ns8.3726 ns0.2861904 BStringFormat101,330.47 ns9.240 ns8.6433 ns0.2861904
BStringConcatenation201,794.73 ns7.335 ns6.1252 ns0.68092144 BFormattableString202,260.88 ns22.249 ns18.5790 ns0.90032840 BStringInterpolation202,625.90 ns2.727 ns1.9720 ns0.88882808 BStringFormat202,642.51 ns20.843 ns18.4764 ns0.88882808
BStringConcatenation504,394.86 ns86.688 ns106.4604 ns1.67085264 BFormattableString505,427.57 ns35.227 ns32.9509 ns2.19736920 BStringFormat506,313.41 ns32.824 ns27.4097 ns2.18206888 BStringInterpolation506,358.77 ns50.488 ns42.1595 ns2.18206888
BStringConcatenation1009,011.67 ns62.487 ns58.4504 ns3.311210464 BFormattableString10010,941.37 ns88.319 ns78.2928 ns4.409813920 BStringFormat10012,721.01 ns49.627 ns41.4407 ns4.409813888 BStringInterpolation10012,924.46 ns329.898 ns392.7199 ns4.409813888
BThe 4 methods are almost equivalents. But you will notice that string linking is slightly faster for a very small number of arguments. Do you have a question or suggestion about this post? Contact me! Java contains a significant number of methods and classes dedicated to string linking. In
this tutorial, we'll delve into a few of them, as well as some common pitfalls and bad practices. The first is the humble StringBuilder. This class provides a range of string-building tools that make it easier to work Manipulation. Let's build a quick example of string concatenation using the
stringbuilder class: StringBuilder stringBuilder = new StringBuilder(100); stringBuilder.append(Baeldung); stringBuilder.append( is); stringBuilder.append( amazing); assertEquals(Baeldung is amazing, stringBuilder.toString()); Internally, StringBuilder maintains a modifiable array of
characters. In our code example, we declared it to have an initial size of 100 through the StringBuilder constructor. Because of this size, stringbuilder declarations can be a very effective way to connect strings. It is also worth noting that the StringBuffer class is a synchronized version of
StringBuilder. Although synchronization is often synonymous with thread security, it is not recommended for use in multithreaded applications because of the StringBuffer constructor pattern. While individual calls to synchronized methods are thread safe, many calls are not. The next-in-line



addition operator is the add (+) operator. This is the same operator that adds numbers and is overloaded to connect when applied to strings. Let's take a quick look at how it works: String myString = The + quick + brown + fox...; assertEquals (Quick Brown Fox..., myString); At first glance,
this may seem much more concise than the StringBuilder option. However, when the source code compiles, the + symbol translates into stringbuilder.append() call strings. Therefore, mixing stringbuilder and the + linking method is considered a bad practice. In addition, avoid joining strings
by using the +operator in the loop. Because the String object is immutable, each connection call will create a new String object. 4. String methods The String class itself provides a whole bunch of methods for joining strings. Not surprisingly, the string.concat method is our first port of call
when trying to connect String objects. This method returns a String object, so combining the method together is a useful feature. String myString = Both.concat( fickle) .concat( dwarves) .concat( jinx) .concat( we) .concat( pig) .concat( quiz); assertEquals (Both whimsical dwarves jinx my pig
quiz, myString); In this example, our string runs from the String literal, concat method then allows us a chain of calls to attach further strings. 4.2. String.format Next up is the String.format method, which allows us to inject various Java objects into the string template. The string.format
method signature takes a single string that de indicates our template. This template contains % characters to represent where different objects should be placed in it. When you declare our template, it then occupies the Varargs Object array, which is injected into the template. Let's see how
this works with a brief example: String myString = String.format(%s %s %s %s%s, %s..., I, ate, 2.5056302, blueberry, dog, ups); assertEquals(I 2.51 berry pies, oops..., myString); As we can see above, the method injected our strings into the correct format. 4.3. String.join (Java 8+) If our
application is running in Java 8 or later, we can use the String.join method. This allows us to attach strings with a common delimiter to the array, ensuring that no spaces are omitted. String[] strings = {I'm, running, out, of, pangrams!}; myString = String.join( , strings); assertEquals(I'm
running out of pangrams!, myString); The great advantage of this method is not worrying about the delimiter between our strings. 5. StringJoiner (Java 8+) StringJoiner abstracts all string.join functions in a simple-to-use class. The constructor adopts a delimiter with an optional prefix and
suffix. We can attach strings using the well-named add method. StringJoiner fruitJoiner = new StringJoiner(, ); fruitJoiner.add(Apples); fruitJoiner.add(Oranges); fruitJoiner.add(Bananas); assertEquals(Apples, Oranges, Bananas, fruitJoiner.toString()); By using this class, instead of the
String.join method, we attach strings as the program runs; There is no need to create an array in the first place! Go to our article on StringJoiner for more information and examples. 6. Arrays.toString On arrays, the Array class also includes a useful toString method that nicely formats an
array of objects. Arrays.toString also calls the toString method of any closed object , so we need to make sure we have one defined. String[] myFavouriteLanguages = {Java, JavaScript, Python}; Tuning = Arrays.toString(myFavouriteLanguages); assertEquals([Java, JavaScript, Python],
toString); Unfortunately, the Arrays.toString method is not configurable and only the String output is enclosed in square brackets. 7. Collectors.joining (Java 8+) Finally, let's look at the Collectors.joining method, which allows us to redirect the output of a stream into a single string.
List&lt;String&gt; awesomeAnimals = Arrays.asList(Shark, Panda, Armadillo); String animalString = awesomeAnimals.stream(.collect(Collectors.joining(, )); assertEquals(Shark, Panda, Armadillo, AnimalString); Using streams unlocks all the features associated with the java 8 Stream API,
such as filtering, mapping, iteration, and more. 8. Wrap in this article, we took a deep immersion in the many classes and methods used to combine strings in Java. As always, source code is available on GitHub. Java at the bottom has just announced a new Learn Spring course, focused on
the basics of Spring 5 and Spring Boot 2: &gt;&gt; CHECK OUT THE COURSE Java String linking is the process of creating a new string by combining two or more strings. String is the only class that supports the + operator for string linking. We can also use the string concat() method to
combine two strings. If we use the + operator with string and primitive types, then wyjściowe &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/String&gt; String. The string representation of the original type is used for joining. When we use the + operator with an object, its toString() method is called to get a representation
of the string. Then both strings are combined. When we need to combine a large number of strings, we recommend that you use StringBuilder and StringBuffer. StringBuilder is used to combine a large number of strings in a single-threaded environment. If you are working in a multithreaded
environment, use StringBuffer for thread security to join strings. Let's look at some examples of combining strings with the + operator. 1. Combining strings jshell&gt; String s1 = Hello; s1 ==&gt; Hello jshell&gt; String s2 = World; s2 ==&gt; World jshell&gt; Message string = s1 + + s2;
message ==&gt; Hello World Java String Concatenation Using + Operator When we combine string expression constants, it is evaluated at compile time and then treated as a string literal. Thus, the string is created under the string pool. But when you combine string variables, the linking
takes place at run time and the string object is created under the heap. Let us confirm this behavior with a simple example. jshell&gt; String s1 = Me; s1 ==&gt; I jshell&gt; String s2 = va; s2 ==&gt; va jshell&gt; Java == Me + va // compile join time $10 ==&gt; true jshell&gt; Java == s1 + s2 //
mixing $11 ==&gt; false 2. Connecting string to primitive type type type jshell&gt; String out = Hello + 2019 out ==&gt; Hello 2019 jshell&gt; String msg = true + true msg ==&gt; true true 3. Link string to object jshell&gt; Object obj = new Object(); obj ==&gt; java.lang.Object@3cd1f1c8
jshell&gt; String str = Hello + obj str ==&gt; Hello java.lang.Object@3cd1f1c8 jshell&gt; obj.toString() $66 ==&gt; java.lang.Object@3cd1f1c8 Using String.concat() Method When we use concat() to combine two strings, returns a new string. The original string remains unchanged because
the string is immutable. We need to assign output to the new string variable. Because the concat() method returns a new string, we can create a string to connect multiple strings. jshell&gt; String hi = Hello.concat( concat(World) hi ==&gt; Hello World StringBuilder and StringBuffer for String
Concatenation When we have to concatenate a large of strings, StringBuilder and StringBuffer are preferred. Both classes behave in the same way. The only difference is that StringBuffer is thread safe, while StringBuilder is not thread safe. Here's an example to combine a list of thousands
of strings using StringBuilder and StringBuffer. net.javastring.strings; import java.util.ArrayList; import java.util.List; JavaStringConcatanation { public static void main(String[] args) { // combining a large number of strings List Numbers&lt;String&gt; = new array list &lt;&gt; (); for (int i = 0; and
&lt; 1000; i++) { numbers.add(i, String.valueOf(i)); } // using StringBuilder StringBuilder sb = new 1000;= and++)= {= numbers.add(i,= string.valueof(i));= }= using= stringbuilder= sb=new&gt;&lt;/ 1000; i++) { numbers.add(i, String.valueOf(i)); } // using StringBuilder StringBuilder sb = new &gt;
&lt;/String&gt; &lt;/String&gt; for (String s: numbers) sb.append(s); System.out.println(sb.toString()); using StringBuffer StringBuffer sb1 = new StringBuffer(); for (String s: numbers) sb1.append(s); System.out.println(sb1.toString()); } Java string concaiting performance if you combine several
strings, use the + operator, or concat() method is fine because the performance gain with StringBuffer and StringBuilder will be insignificant. For a single-threaded environment, use StringBuilder to combine a large number of strings. In a multithreaded environment, use StringBuffer to
combine a large number of strings. References: String.concat() Doc Doc API Method
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